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The benefits of
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ZONE OF PROXIMAL
DEVELOPMENT

creating a positive
learning environment
How do our students

improve their skiing ?

•	3 – 1 ratio between positive and negative messages from
the instructor. Base feedback on what a person is doing
well and what this person can do to improve.

A common answer to this question would be :

•	Talk with the students rather than talk to them.

In the stretch-zone. When skiing in our comfort-zone, most
of our movements feel – yes, comfortable.
But to develop our skiing skills we have to move to our
stretch-zone and start to make movements that may feel
wrong. So how do we move our students to that zone of
development, if everything feels awkward ?
Therefore we must create a positive learning environment
where the students dare to move out of their comfort-zone.
The zone is also known as the Zone of Proximal Development – ZPD.

Analysing

Assess &

step-by-step
STEP 01

ASSESS &
EVALUATE

OBSERVE

When assessing and evaluating a student,
take more than skiing into account :
• T ACTICS (chosen track, terrain, snow conditions etc.)
• CIRCUMSTANCES (student psychology, physical capabilities, equipment, weather etc.)
• TECHNIQUE (balance, pressure control, edging, steering)

STEP 02

STEP 03

ASSIGN &
DEMONSTRATE

EVALUATE

STEP 02

IDENTIFY &
ESTABLISH

When assigning and demonstrating it is crucial that we stick
to the tip of the iceberg. This concept is called KISS – Keep It
Simply Sweety – or stupid in some cases.

STEP 04

WE FIND THE ASSESS & EVALUTATE AND
THE ASSIGN & DEMONSTRATE PARTS CRUCIAL.

JOIN OUR ON-SNOW WORKSHOP TO EXPLORE
HOW “THE FAST TRACK TO PROGRESS” WORKS,
AND OUR LECTURE TO EXPLORE WHICH DIFFERENCES
A POSITIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT CAN MAKE.

Join our workshops to explore

new ways to teach !

Positive skiing
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Analysing the
fast-track
to progress

ON AND OFF SNOW

Positive skiing

Analysing the

WEDNESDAY 5:30 PM

fast-track to progress

YOUR
COMFORT
ZONE

WHERE THE
MAGIC
HAPPENS

The ski instructor’s main task is to inspire the joy of skiing
and create memorable experiences.
To be truly inspirational, the ski instructor must be able to
analyze complex movement patterns and give precise and
meaningful feedback, so the student becomes a better skier.

Analysing the
fast-track to progress
WEDNESDAY 11.30AM

“HOW TO GET YOUR STUDENTS
IN THEIR STRETCH-ZONE,
IN A COMFORTABLE WAY.”

